YOU CAN HANDLE THE TRUTH

Is honesty actually the best policy?

Leaders around the globe are begging their teams to tell the truth — to challenge ideas in meetings, to answer difficult questions with candor, and to rock the status quo.

The challenge is that telling the truth isn’t always easy. Can you handle the truth?

What’s the cost if you can’t?

Get more SMART Conversations at conversations.arizona.edu

MEET LAURA TODD JOHNSON

Laura Todd Johnson serves as the University’s Senior Vice President for Legal Affairs and General Counsel and reports directly to President Robert C. Robbins. Ms. Johnson oversees litigation involving the University and is responsible for a broad range of legal issues, including those involving institutional governance, intellectual property and licensing, research contracts and compliance, international transactions, employment matters, charitable giving, student-related issues, real estate, taxation, and government regulations. As the UA’s General Counsel, Ms. Johnson is an expert at identifying the truth based on the facts – while considering how honesty is perceived.